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Agenda

• Non-Reliance Provisions: Contractually limiting
extra-contractual liability.
• Fraud Exceptions: Unintended consequences
when excluding fraud from contractual liability
limitations.
• Loss Exclusions: Dissecting damages and their
exclusion from indemnity obligations.

NON-RELIANCE PROVISIONS:
CONTRACTUALLY LIMITING
EXTRA-CONTRACTUAL LIABILITY

Limiting Liability for Misrepresentations

• Contractual Misrepresentations
– Contractual right to indemnity.
– Generally subject to a highly negotiated series of limitations by
way of baskets, caps, and survival periods.

• Extra-Contractual Misrepresentations
– Fraud claims: requires proof that Buyer relied on the extracontractual misrepresentation.
– Disclaimers of reliance limits a Buyer’s ability to prove justifiable
reliance.

Elements of Common Law Fraud
Common law fraud requires: “1) the existence of a false
representation, usually one of fact, made by the defendant; 2)
the defendant had knowledge or belief that the representation
was false, or made the representation with requisite
indifference to the truth; 3) the defendant had the intent to
induce the plaintiff to act or refrain from acting; 4) the plaintiff
acted or did not act in justifiable reliance on the
representation; and 5) the plaintiff suffered damages as a
result of such reliance.”
H-M Wexford LLC v. Encorp, Inc., 832 A.2d 129, 144
(Del. Ch. 2003)

Integration/Merger Clauses:
Not an Effective Way of Disclaiming Reliance
•

Example: This Agreement, together with any and all related exhibits and
schedules, constitutes the sole and entire agreement of the parties to this
Agreement with respect to the subject matter contained herein, and
supersedes all prior and contemporaneous understandings, agreements,
representations and warranties, both written and oral, with respect to such
subject matter.

•

“[M]urky integration clauses, or standard integration clauses without
explicit anti-reliance representations, will not relieve a party of its oral and
extra-contractual fraudulent representations. If parties fail to include
unambiguous anti-reliance language, they will not be able to escape
responsibility for their own fraudulent representations made outside of the
agreement's four corners.”

ABRY Partners V, L.P. v. F & W Acquisition LLC, 891 A.2d 1032, 1058-1059
(Del. Ch. 2006)

Non-Reliance Provisions
•

Typically, non-reliance provisions will contain two central components:
– Disclaimer of Extra-Contractual Representations: Seller is not making any other
representations.
– Disclaimer of Extra-Contractual Reliance: Buyer is not relying on any other
representations.

Example: “Buyer acknowledges and agrees that Target has not made and is not making
any representations or warranties whatsoever regarding the subject matter of this
Agreement, express or implied, except as provided in Section 3, and that it is not relying
and has not relied on any representations or warranties whatsoever regarding the subject
matter of this Agreement, express or implied, except for the representations and
warranties in Section 3.”
ABA 2015 Private Target Mergers & Acquisitions Deal Points Study 65 (2015)

Non-Reliance Provisions:
Enforcement
•
•

•

Non-reliance provisions have been held as enforceable in states
such as Delaware, New York, Illinois and Texas.
Meanwhile, such provisions are unenforceable in Missouri and
California, which states have been reluctant to enforce any
contractual limitations on a party’s right to pursue fraud claims.
What are the requirements of a judicially enforceable nonreliance provision? Review of Delaware case law is instructive,
particularly when focusing on cases where the alleged reliance
disclaimer was not sufficient.

Non-Reliance Provisions:
Delaware
Kronenberg v. Katz, 872 A.2d 568, 587 (Del. Ch. 2004).

“[T]he contract must contain language that, when read together,
can be said to add up to a clear anti-reliance clause by which the
plaintiff has contractually promised that it did not rely upon
statements outside the contract's four corners in deciding to sign
the contract. The presence of a standard integration clause
alone, which does not contain explicit anti-reliance
representations and which is not accompanied by other
contractual provisions demonstrating with clarity that the plaintiff
had agreed that it was not relying on facts outside the contract,
will not suffice to bar fraud claims.”

Non-Reliance Provisions:
Delaware
Anvil Holding Corporation v. Iron Acquisition Company, Inc., 2013 WL
2249655 (Del. Ch. May 17, 2013).

•

•

“[E]xcept for the representations and warranties in Articles III, IV, and
V, neither the Company nor any Seller makes any other express or
implied representation or warranty with respect to the Company ... or
any Seller or the transactions contemplated by this Agreement.”
Court ruled that the foregoing language was not sufficient to bar
fraud claims. It does not “reflect a clear promise by the Buyer that it
was not relying on statements made to it outside of the Agreement to
make its decision to enter into the Agreement. The Sections just
quoted do not state that the parties disclaim reliance upon extracontractual statements.”

Non-Reliance Provisions:
Delaware
•

Case law suggests that Delaware courts place a greater emphasis
on disclaimers of extra-contractual reliance than disclaimers of
extra-contractual representations.

•

Two recent Delaware cases have given increased focus to the
specific language employed in a non-reliance provision.
– Prairie Capital III, L.P. v. Double E Holding Corp., 132 A.3d
35 (Del. Ch. 2015).
– FdG Logistics LLC v. A&R Logistics Holdings, Inc., 131 A.3d
842 (Del. Ch. 2016).

Non-Reliance Provisions:
Delaware
Prairie Capital III, L.P. v. Double E Holding Corp., 132 A.3d 35 (Del. Ch.
2015)
The non-reliance provision at issue: “The Buyer acknowledges that it has
conducted to its satisfaction an independent investigation of the financial
condition, operations, assets, liabilities and properties of the Double E
Companies. In making its determination to proceed with the transaction, the
Buyer has relied on (a) the results of its own independent investigation and
(b) the representations and warranties of the Double E Parties expressly and
specifically set forth in this agreement, including the schedules. Such
representations and warranties by the Double E Parties constitute the sole
and exclusive representations and warranties of the double e parties to the
Buyer in connection with the transaction …”

Non-Reliance Provisions:
Delaware
In holding that the non-reliance provision was enforceable, the court in Prairie Capital
made two important rulings:
No Magic Words:
•

Plaintiffs argued that the provision in the Agreement did not affirmatively disclaim
reliance. It does not say that Plaintiff did not rely on representations other than those
in the Agreement, rather that Plaintiff only relied on the representations in the
Agreement.

•

In response the court noted that: “If a party represents that it only relied on particular
information, then that statement establishes the universe of information on which that
party relied. Delaware law does not require magic words. In this case, the Exclusive
Representations Clause and the Integration Clause combine to mean that the Buyer
did not rely on other information. They add up to a clear anti-reliance clause.”

•

The court in Prairie Capital appears to reject a formulaic approach.

Non-Reliance Provisions:
Delaware
Extra-Contractual Omissions:
•

As an alternative, the Plaintiffs argued that part of their fraud claim related to extra-contractual
omissions. Therefore, even if the non-reliance provision bars claims with respect to extracontractual representations, it does not apply to extra-contractual omissions and concealment.

•

In rejecting this argument, the court noted that:
–

Parties to an arms’ length transaction have no affirmative duty to speak and that any such
duty only arises where there is a fiduciary or other similar relation of trust between the parties.

–

Any claim of fraud in an arms’ length setting depends on some form of representation,
therefore a fraud claim cannot start from an omission.

–

Contractual provisions that specifically identify the representations on which a party
exclusively relied “define the universe of information that is in play for purposes of a fraud
claim.”

–

“[A] party cannot point to extra-contractual information and escape the contractual limitation
by arguing that the extra-contractual information was incomplete.”

Non-Reliance Provisions:
Delaware
FdG Logistics LLC v. A&R Logistics Holdings, Inc., 131 A.3d 842 (Del. Ch.
2016).
The non-reliance provision at issue: “Except as expressly set forth in this Article
5, the Company makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, at
law or in equity and any such other representations or warranties are hereby
expressly disclaimed including any implied representation or warranty as to
condition, merchantability, suitability or fitness for a particular
purpose. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, (a) the Company shall not
be deemed to make to Buyer any representation or warranty other than as
expressly made by the company in this Agreement…”

Non-Reliance Provisions:
Delaware
•

The court denied Sellers’ motion to dismiss, finding that the “merger
agreement does not contain an affirmative disclaimer of reliance
by Buyer sufficient to preclude it from asserting a claim for fraud
based on representations outside the four corners of the merger
agreement.”

•

This decision sought to both build upon and make an important
distinction about the holding in Prairie Capital. The court noted that
although no “magic words” are required, the language of an antireliance provision must be written as a statement from the aggrieved
party and not simply as a general disclaimer.

Non-Reliance Provisions:
Lessons Learned
•

Know your jurisdiction.

•

Merger/integration clauses are not enough.

•

Clause should include a clear and unambiguous disclaimer of (i)
extra-contractual representations; and (ii) reliance on extracontractual representations.

•

Disclaimer of reliance must be made by the aggrieved party (i.e. the
Buyer).

•

To avoid potential ambiguity, disclaimer of reliance should be stated
negatively.

FRAUD EXCEPTION: UNINTENDED
CONSEQUENCES WHEN EXCLUDING FRAUD
FROM CONTRACTUAL LIABILITY LIMITATIONS

The Fraud Exception

Exclusive Remedy Provisions: The vast majority of fraud exceptions can be
found in the context of an exclusive remedy provision.
• Example: The parties acknowledge and agree that their sole and exclusive
remedy with respect to any and all claims (other than claims arising from
fraud or willful misconduct on the part of a party hereto in connection with
the transactions contemplated by this Agreement) for any breach of any
representation, warranty, covenant, agreement or obligation set forth herein
or otherwise relating to the subject matter of this Agreement, shall be
pursuant to the indemnification provisions set forth in this Article.
• Seeks to foreclose a party from bringing claims for breach outside of the
heavily negotiated indemnification provisions of the agreement (which
typically include time restrictions, damage limitations and process
requirements).

Prevalence of Fraud Exception
ABA Private Target M&A Deal Points Survey (2015)

The Fraud Exception:
Reliance Disclaimers
Case law suggests that the inclusion of an undefined fraud exception
could lead to a certain degree of ambiguity with respect to the
effectiveness of a non-reliance provision in the same agreement.
• Anvil Holding Corp. v. Iron Acquisition Co., C.A. Nos. 7975VCP, N12C-11-053-DFP [CCLD], 2013 WL 2249655 (Del. Ch. May
17, 2013).
• Airborne Health, Inc. v. Squid Soap, LP, 984 A.2d 126, 141 (Del.
2009).

The Fraud Exception:
Reliance Disclaimers
Anvil Holding Corp. v. Iron Acquisition Co., C.A. Nos. 7975-VCP, N12C-11053-DFP [CCLD], 2013 WL 2249655 (Del. Ch. May 17, 2013).
• “[I]t appears reasonably conceivable that the Purchase Agreement does not
preclude the Buyer's fraud claim to the extent that claim is based on
misrepresentations or omissions by the Individual Defendants during
meetings leading up to the closing of the Transaction.”
• In reaching this conclusion, the Court considered “in particular, that….
Purchase Agreement Section 9.6 states that each Party hereto reserves all
rights with respect to [Claims based on fraud or the bad faith of any Party].”
• Summary: Even with an effective reliance disclaimer, a fraud exception
could permit fraud claims based on extra-contractual representations.

The Fraud Exception:
Reliance Disclaimers
Airborne Health, Inc. v. Squid Soap, LP, 984 A.2d 126, 141 (Del.
2009).
•

•
•

The fraud exception preserves the parties' right to purse “claims involving
fraud or intentional misrepresentation.” It does not contain language that
would limit such right to claims “involving fraud or misrepresentation based
[solely] on the contractual representations in the agreement.”
“When drafters specifically preserve the right to assert fraud claims, they
must say so if they intend to limit that right to claims based on written
representations in the contract. I will not imply that limitation.”
Summary: While the lack of a true non-reliance clause was the key
deficiency at issue, the more important holding here is that even with an
effective disclaimer of reliance, the fraud exception would have permitted
claims for extra-contractual fraud. When a fraud exception is employed in
an agreement, the parties must specify whether it is intended to apply only
to contractual representations.

The Fraud Exception:
Indemnification Limitations
The presence of an undefined fraud exception could render certain indemnity
limitations meaningless.
ENI Holdings, LLC v. KBR Group Holdings, LLC, C.A. No. 8075-VCG, 2013 WL
6186326 (Del. Ch. Nov. 27, 2013).
• “The SPA, by providing that the indemnification provisions do not constitute the
“sole and exclusive remedy” for fraud, contemplates that at least some actions
grounded in fraud can be brought outside the SPA's indemnification provisions,
and thus, can be timely brought within the statutory—rather than contractual—
limitations period.”
• Despite the fact that the fraud claims related to representations to which the
survival limitations applied, the inclusion of a fraud exception was interpreted to
exclude the Plaintiffs’ claims from the contractual survival limitations.

The Fraud Exception:
Less Than Fraudulent Behavior
•

•

Obviously, the inclusion of a fraud exception in an exclusive remedy
provision will by definition strip the exclusive remedy provision of
any effectiveness with respect to fraud claims.
However, where fraud is undefined, the outcome is less certain
because of the many forms that fraud can take.

The Fraud Exception:
Less Than Fraudulent Behavior
•

The common understanding of fraud would seem to require acts of
dishonesty, deceit, trickery and double-dealing.
• However, fraud is a legal concept constructed from the common law
and courts of equity that is not limited solely to acts aimed at
scamming an innocent party.
• “Fraud… is so varied in character, and is involved in so many
different subject matters, under diverse aspects and environments,
sometimes vital, and at other times not, that it seems a hopeless
task to frame a general definition sufficiently specific upon the one
hand, and comprehensive upon the other, to meet the requirements
of a definition.”
John Wilson Smith, A Treatise on the Law of Frauds and the
Statute of Frauds, §1, 1 (1907).

The Fraud Exception:
Less Than Fraudulent Behavior
Common Law Fraud (Fraudulent Misrepresentation):
• Restatement (Second) of Torts § 526: Conditions Under Which
Misrepresentation is Fraudulent
– “In order that a misrepresentation may be fraudulent it is not
necessary that the maker know the matter is not as represented.
Indeed, it is not necessary that he should even believe this to be
so.”
– A representation may be “fraudulent if he is conscious that he
has merely a belief in its existence and recognizes that there is a
chance, more or less great, that the fact may not be as it is
represented.”
This does not sound like dishonesty, deceit, trickery and doubledealing.

The Fraud Exception:
Less Than Fraudulent Behavior
Equitable/Constructive Fraud: Delaware courts have identified equitable fraud as a
cause of action which is broader than common law fraud and does not require a finding of
scienter (i.e. knowledge or intent of wrongdoing).
• “Where the facts of the case suggest an equitable reason to do so, this Court
traditionally has loosened the pleading and proof requirements for fraud by, among
other things, removing the element of scienter, “reflecting its willingness to provide a
remedy for negligent or innocent misrepresentation.” Osram Sylvania, Inc. v.
Townsend Ventures, LLC, C.A. No. 8123-VCP, 2013 WL 6199554, *15 (Del. Ch.
Nov. 19, 2013).
• Equitable fraud has only been deemed to be available where “special equities” exist.
This includes claims involving abuse of fiduciary duty and “situations where equity
affords its special remedies, e.g., rescission or other equitable remedies are sought.”
Eurofins Panlabs, Inc. v. Ricerca Biosciences, LLC, C.A. No. 8431-VCN, 2014
WL 2457515, *17 (Del. Ch. May 30, 2014).
• While financial damages may not be available, rescission could be an appropriate
remedy with respect to claims for equitable fraud.

The Fraud Exception:
Resolving Undefined Fraud
“Fraud” means an actual and intentional fraud by Seller with respect to the making
of the representations and warranties pursuant to Article II or the Seller’s
Certificate; provided, that such actual and intentional fraud by Seller shall only be
deemed to exist if any of the individuals included in the definition of “Knowledge of
Seller” had actual knowledge (as opposed to imputed or constructive knowledge)
that the representations and warranties made pursuant to Article II or the Seller’s
Certificate as qualified by the Seller Disclosure Schedule were actually breached
when made and were made with the express intention that Buyer rely thereon to its
detriment. For purposes of this Agreement, “Fraud” shall only include common law
liability for fraud with respect to the making of the representations and warranties
pursuant to Article II or the Seller’s Certificate and shall exclude equitable fraud,
promissory fraud, unfair dealings fraud and any other fraud-based claim.
Asset Purchase Agreement by and between Total Plastics, Inc. and Total
Plastics Resources LLC (March 11, 2016).

The Fraud Exception:
Resolving Undefined Fraud
•

Limited to actual and intentional fraud with respect to the
representations and warranties in the agreement (not extracontractual representations).
• Limited to fraud committed by persons within the knowledge group.
• Representations were breached when made with the express
intention that Buyer rely thereon to its detriment.
• Limited to common law fraud and specifically excludes equitable
fraud, promissory fraud, unfair dealings fraud and any other fraud
based claim.
Note: Consider limiting fraud exception to indemnity caps only.
Therefore fraud is not an exception to indemnity as sole remedy or any
other indemnification limitations.

LOSS EXCLUSIONS:
DISSECTING DAMAGES AND THEIR
EXCLUSION FROM INDEMNITY OBLIGATIONS
Beware the Boilerplate!

Typical Indemnity Clause

“Subject to the provisions of this Article IX, from and after
the Closing, Seller shall indemnify, defend and hold
harmless Buyer, its Affiliates and each of their respective
managers, directors, officers, members, shareholders,
employees and other agents and Representatives (“Buyer
Indemnified Parties”) from and against all Losses that the
Buyer Indemnified Parties suffer or incur that arise out of or
relate to (i) any inaccuracy or breach of any representation
or warranty of Seller in this Agreement, (ii) any noncompliance with or breach of any covenant of Seller in this
Agreement, or (iii) any Excluded Liability.”

Indemnifiable Losses

Pro-Seller definition:
• "Losses" means actual out-of-pocket damages, losses, liabilities, costs or
expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees.
Pro-Buyer definition:
• “Losses” means Liabilities, obligations, deficiencies, demands, claims, strict
liability claims, suits, actions, or causes of action, assessments, losses, lost
profits, diminution in value, costs, fees and expenses (including reasonable
fees and expenses of attorneys, accountants and other experts), Taxes,
interest, fines, penalties, any damages or costs and expenses of any and all
investigations,
proceedings,
judgments,
environmental
analyses,
remediations, settlements and compromises, whether or not resulting from
Third Party Claims.

Damages

•

Three types of damages: direct
consequential (special) damages.

•

Hadley v. Baxendale: The origin of the common law distinction
between direct vs. consequential damages.

(general),

incidental,

and

Hadley v. Baxendale

Hadley v. Baxendale
•

•

“The damages which the other party ought to receive in respect of such
breach of contract should be such as may fairly and reasonably be
considered either arising naturally … from such breach of contract itself,
or such as may reasonably be supposed to have been in the
contemplation of both parties, at the time they made the contract, as the
probable result of the breach of it.”
“Loss of profits here cannot reasonably be considered such a
consequence of the breach of contract as could have been fairly and
reasonably contemplated by both the parties when they made this
contract. For such loss would neither have flowed naturally from the
breach of this contract in the great multitude of such cases … nor were
the special circumstances … communicated to or known by the
defendant.”

Hadley v. Baxendale

•

Thus, damages must be reasonably foreseeable under Hadley’s
two-prong ruling:
– Recoverable contract damages always include those losses that
would naturally arise as a result of a breach of any similar
contract (i.e., direct damages).
– Recoverable contract damages may also include any other
losses arising from the special circumstances of the nonbreaching party to the extent such special circumstances were
reasonably foreseeable (i.e., consequential damages).

Three Types of Damages
•
•

•

Direct Damages:
– “Naturally arise” from a breach of any similar contract.
Incidental Damages:
– Costs incurred to mitigate additional direct or consequential
damages. See, e.g., Restatement (Second) of Contracts 347,
Comment C.
Consequential Damages:
– Do not “naturally arise” from a breach of any similar contract, but
are attributable to “special circumstances” within the
contemplation of the parties.
– Note that causality is irrelevant; foreseeability is the key
determination.

Loss Exclusions

“In no event shall the Indemnifying Party have liability to the
Indemnified Party under this Agreement for any consequential, special,
incidental, indirect or punitive damages, lost profits or similar items
(including loss of revenue, income or profits, diminution of value or loss
of business reputation or opportunity relating to a breach or alleged
breach hereof) unless any such damages or items are awarded to a
third-party in a Third Party Claim….”
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. acquisition of Coca-Cola Refreshments
USA, Inc. (September 23, 2015).

Prevalence of Loss Exclusions
ABA Private Target M&A Deal Points Survey (2015)

Prevalence of Loss Exclusions
ABA Private Target M&A Deal Points Survey (2015)

Unpacking the Loss Exclusions
• Waiver of consequential damages.
– Recall the distinction between causality and foreseeability under
Hadley.
– Causality with foreseeability = consequential damages.
– Causality without foreseeability = remote or indirect damages.

• Waiver of incidental damages.
– Buyer has no incentive to mitigate losses, potentially increasing
the total loss for which Seller may be responsible and the
adverse impact to Buyer’s operations.
– But, does Buyer have a contractual or common law duty to
mitigate?

Blurred Distinctions
• The curious case of lost profits and diminution in value.
– Are they consequential damages or direct damages?

• You make the call:
– Royalties from license agreement acquired by Buyer.
– Additional profits from post-closing synergies.

• For acquisitions based on a multiple of revenue or
earnings, lost profits may be the only means of
determining market-measured direct damages for a
breach affecting revenue or earnings.
• Stand-alone waivers of lost profits may inadvertently
constitute a waiver of direct damages.

Lessons Learned

•

Rather than waiving damages that are reasonably foreseeable (i.e.,
consequential damages), consider limiting the waiver to damages
that are unforeseeable (i.e., remote damages).

•

Waiving incidental damages may adversely affect both parties.

•

Waiving lost profits may be a “back-door” waiver of direct damages.

Loss Exclusion Revisited

“In no event shall the Indemnifying Party have liability to the
Indemnified Party under this Agreement for any consequential, special,
incidental, indirect or punitive damages, lost profits or similar items
(including loss of revenue, income or profits, diminution of value or loss
of business reputation or opportunity relating to a breach or alleged
breach hereof) unless any such damages or items are awarded to a
third-party in a Third Party Claim, provided that this Section 9.06(a)(ii)
shall not limit or restrict in any way the right or ability of an Indemnified
Party to recover damages that are direct and reasonably
foreseeable....”
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. acquisition of Coca-Cola Refreshments
USA, Inc. (September 23, 2015).

Loss Exclusion Revisited

In no event shall the Indemnifying Party have liability to the Indemnified
Party under this Agreement for any consequential, special, incidental,
indirect or punitive damages, lost profits or similar items (including loss
of revenue, income or profits, diminution of value or loss of business
reputation or opportunity relating to a breach or alleged breach hereof)
unless any such damages or items are awarded to a third-party in a
Third Party Claim, provided that this Section 9.06(a)(ii) shall not limit or
restrict in any way the right or ability of an Indemnified Party to recover
damages that are direct and [or otherwise] reasonably foreseeable[,
and any incidental damages incurred by the Indemnified Party to
mitigate any such direct or reasonably foreseeable damages]....
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